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I think I hate eccentric eggheads.

Madonna
Expensive stuff

Especially universities who waste our precious government funding
doing ultra vital, seriously important, life altering experiments such
as the probability of your toast falling buttered side down when you
drop it, does a cat think when its playing with a ball, how many
breaths do you take in your life time or why are you more likely to
sleep on your side if you have brown eyes and went to school in
Timbuktu.
Aren’t there more important things to find out? Like a cure for
Cancer or what Michael Jackson is made of?
Anyway the latest ground breaker from the boffins at the University
of Amsterdam is right up there with the stellar work coming out of
the Ponds institute. They believe they can now tell if the Mona Lisa
was happy or not. Apparently her cryptic half smile has baffled art
critics for nearly 5 centuries. Some claim she is not smiling at all,
and in fact she is really hiding something more sinister. A vibrating
toy up the skirt perhaps? Anyhow Da Vinci’s painting has been
analysed by a new emotion recognising super Computer and the
findings may shock and/or horrify you.
She was 83% happy, 9% disgusted, 6% fearful and 2 % angry.

Spray on condom

She was 83% happy, 9% disgusted, 6% fearful and 2 % angry.
Sounds like me after sex.
So maybe we now have our answer, and we didn’t need a freakin
super computer to figure this out, she obviously had just shagged Leo
and was kicking back in the after glow, what you can’t actually see is
the cigarette in her left hand but it is kind of Smokey in the back
ground. She may even be still smirking at his small wang at the time
of painting? To those who believe its actually a self portrait of Da
Vinci himself, my theory still holds true……what its un heard of for a
man to dress in women’s clothing and have a little downstairs play?
……………Geniuses are a little left field.
Unbeknownst to you I have installed the same face recognition
software on my blog interface and it has come up with the following
findings.
After reading this piece you were
55% bemused, 13% flabbergasted, 9% awe, 7% nauseous, 5% gassy, 4%
bi-sexual 1% other
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At 4:27 AM, avi said...
YEAH RIGHT MAN.... first we gotta know wat Mj is made up of.. then
the world :))) LOL
keep iot up dude
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